ck of the head. He acknowlprosecuted Butler, accuses Smith of
ELIJAH BAYLIS/THE CLARION-LEDGER
he determination of where
conspiring to hinder Butler's prosecuThe
hot was that
ofClarion-Ledger
his firm and - 07/29/2017
tion. A second trial on these charges be- Christopher Butler listens to his sentencing
from any coroner or docgins Monday. The first trial ended with from Hinds County Circuit Court Judge Jeff
Weill on Friday.
psy report hasn’t been rea hung jury.
uthorities said a final autopld take up to eight weeks.
n died running away from
the lane. AEB will automatically apply
were trespassing on his
the brakes if it senses you’re about to
Wells told reporters.
rear-end the vehicle in front of you.
Continued from Page 5A
ssippi Bureau of InvestigaOf course, with all of these technolgating and will turn its findogies comes the potential for errors,
he district attorney, Chamwhich can annoy drivers and cause
n decide whether to pursue
them to lose faith in the technology.
mated emergency braking, forwardFor example, owners of vehicles
collision warning, blind-spot warning,
equipped with forward-collision warne referred questions to the
rear cross-traffic warning and lanech did not immediately redeparture warning. Consumer Reports ing reported the highest number of
eking comment. The DeSoto
noted that drivers were most apprecia- false alerts. About 45 percent of these
drivers reported getting at least one
oner also didn’t immediatetive of blind-spot warnings and rear
false alert.
all seeking comment.
cross-traffic warnings (although these
police and city officials are
Still, Consumer Reports (and many
systems have been panned in the past;
facts in the case. He also
consumer advocates and regulatory
the American Automobile Association
e resignation of the Southain 2015 cited high error rates for RCTA bodies) think these technologies are a
great idea (even with the occasional
ief as well as the officers insystems).
error) and recommend more of these
shooting.
In particular, for vehicle owners
technologies become standard equiphe will send the Justice Dewho said these features had saved
ment in the future. “Consumer Reports
etter asking federal investithem from accidents, blind-spot warnbelieves that FCW and AEB should be
p in.
ings were cited for preventing 35 perstandard equipment, even with occacent of potential crashes. Even experienced drivers can fail to see a car that’s sional false alerts,” noted the survey
authors. “The latest study from the
in their own vehicle’s blind spot and
was permitted and he waitInsurance Institute for Highway Safesideswipe neighboring vehicles when
port staff attempted to arty supports this: Rear-end crashes are
changing lanes. A blind-spot warning
egistered accessible taxi vesystem sounds an alarm when it senses cut by 27 percent when a vehicle has
er, after waiting for over 21⁄2
FCW and by 50 percent when it’s also
you’re about to change lanes into ano arrival of an accessible
equipped with AEB.”
other vehicle.
d a private vehicle pick him
To read Consumer Reports’ full
While many of these features simarticle, which includes more results
ply give you a visual, auditory or even
found the authority was in
tactile warning that a collision is immi- about each of the technologies covered,
equirements to ensure regnent, others actually take control of the visit http://bit.ly/2twfCBc. For more on
providers utilize accessible
each type of feature and videos to exvehicle if the system senses a dangerrovide equivalent service.
plain them, visit the NHTSA’s site at
ous situation. For example, lane-keepays within 30 days of its leting systems use cameras to detect lane http://bit.ly/2oCBSVM.
ority must identify specific
Contact Bill Moak at moakconsummarkings and will steer your vehicle
ctions and timelines for
er@gmail.com.
back to its lane if you’re drifting out of
compliance with the followents:
current and future taxi procquire new vans or buses to
FOR INSIDERS ONLY
sible vehicles or provide
ervice.
a method for receiving,
responding to requests for
accommodation/modificacedure must be sufficiently
the public.
aff, contractors and tenants
nts for provision.
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would result in one case of
cancer out of every one
million people.
Lead-in-water issues
and the existence of chlorine byproducts can be influenced by one another.
Often, Schwartz said,
“the state of the infrastructure and even the
treatment itself exacerbates one problem while
trying to solve another.”
For example: a water
utility could cut back on
using chlorine
to kill bacAugust 7, 2017 2:26 pm (GMT +5:00)
teria in the water by combining a smaller amount
of chlorine with ammonia.
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